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            Pollinators fly in July! 

        

        

    
    
        Pollinators are literally getting moving in July, with a huge amount of butterfly species currently exploring gardens and green spaces all over the UK.  Read on to find out what you can see this…
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            Wildlife-friendly gardening in July

        

        

    
    
        Large or small, your garden or green space can make a real difference to local wildlife and the way you choose to care for your garden matters. Collectively, wildlife-friendly green spaces act as…
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            Beaver Blog July 2022

        

        

    
    
        Beavers have successfully bred in Dorset for the first time in over 400 years. Trail cameras inside our enclosed site have captured images of a young beaver, known as a kit and its mother,…
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             Dorset Wildlife Trust offers 25% off Life Membership to celebrate biggest ever campaign

        

        

    
    
        To celebrate Dorset Wildlife Trust’s biggest ever campaign, Get Dorset Buzzing, the wildlife charity is offering 25% off life membership prices until the end of October.
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            Get Dorset Buzzing: DWT launches biggest ever campaign to help declining pollinators 

        

        

    
    
        On Wednesday 20th March, the first day of spring, Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) is launching its biggest ever campaign, Get Dorset Buzzing, sponsored by the Gardens Group and Wessex Water.  The…
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            Farming announcement today a welcome step in the right direction

        

        

    
    
        Today Defra has finally published more details on the Environmental Land Management schemes (ELM) that farmers have been clamoring for. Whilst many questions remain, The Wildlife Trusts, RSPB, and…
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            Lime hawk-moth

        

        

    
    
        The lime hawk-moth is a large, night-flying moth that can be seen from May to July in gardens, parks and woods. It is buff-coloured, with green patches on its scalloped-edged wings.
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            Wall barley

        

        

    
    
        The distinctive spiky, or 'bearded', green flower heads of wall barley appear from June to July and are easy to spot in an urban environment as they push their way up through pavements…
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            Horseshoe vetch

        

        

    
    
        Horseshoe vetch is a member of the pea family, so displays bright yellow, pea-like flowers and seed pods. Look for this low-growing plant on chalk grasslands from May to July.
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            Buff-tip moth

        

        

    
    
        It is so easy to miss this clever little moth. It is a master of disguise, blending in perfectly as it looks just like the twig of a birch tree! Flying only at night, the buff-tip moth can be seen…


    




  

    
    

    
                    Habitat
            


    
            
            Lowland dry acid grassland

        

        

    
    
        Sprinkled with diminutive, short-living flowers in spring and parched dry by July, this is a habitat of heathlands, coastal grasslands and ancient parkland.
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